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Punctuation

Rewrite the sentences with punctuation marks and capital letters. The numbers in
brackets correspond to the number of punctuation marks and capital letters needed for
each sentence.
Example:
i was at my grandmothers yesterday (3)
I was at my grandmother's yesterday.
1. excuse me is there a chemists near here (4)
……………………………………………………………………………………
2. three days works good for you (4)
……………………………………………………………………………………
3. shes been studying english since october (5)
……………………………………………………………………………………
4. ive got a childrens class now and then an adults one later (5)
……………………………………………………………………………………
5. can you tell me which houses the browns (5)
……………………………………………………………………………………
6. did you say youd seen johns sister on monday (6)
……………………………………………………………………………………
7. its half an hours walk from the station (6)
……………………………………………………………………………………
8. her mother who youve never met was born in toronto canada (8)
……………………………………………………………………………………
9. youre coming with us arent you she asked (8)
……………………………………………………………………………………
10. were having a party on sunday he said would you like to come (11)
……………………………………………………………………………………
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Punctuation

Rewrite the sentences with punctuation marks and capital letters. The numbers in
brackets correspond to the number of punctuation marks and capital letters needed for
each sentence.
Example:
i was at my grandmothers yesterday (3)
I was at my grandmother's yesterday.
1. excuse me is there a chemists near here (4)
Excuse me, is there a chemist's near here?
2. three days works good for you (4)
Three days' work's good for you.
3. shes been studying english since october (5)
She's been studying English since October.
4. ive got a childrens class now and then an adults one later (5)
I've got a children's class now and then an adults' one later.
5. can you tell me which houses the browns (5)
Can you tell me which house's the Browns'?
6. did you say youd seen johns sister on monday (6)
Did you say you'd seen John's sister on Monday?
7. its half an hours walk from the station (6)
It's half-an-hour's walk from the station.
8. her mother who youve never met was born in toronto canada (8)
Her mother, who you've never met, was born in Toronto, Canada.
9. youre coming with us arent you she asked (8)
“You're coming with us, aren't you?” she asked.
10. were having a party on sunday he said would you like to come (11)
“We're having a party on Sunday,” he said. “Would you like to come?”
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